Recently, internet of things (IoT) has become increasingly ubiquitous. IoT enables a detailed characterization of the physical environment, as well as a rich set of interactions with the physical world. Therefore, IoT has the potential to revolutionize pervasive computing and its applications. The success of intelligent IoT highly depends on the system architectures, networks and communications, data processing, and ubiquitous computing technologies, which support efficient and reliable physical and cyber interconnections. Indeed, the realization of a ubiquitous IoT poses several challenges about seamless integration, heterogeneity, scalability, mobility, and many others.

In this special issue, we mainly focus on the latest advancements of IoT. We invite scientists and investigators to contribute to this special issue with original research articles and review articles on theories and key technologies for scientific and engineering problems in IoT, as well as their applications to conquer engineering problems.

Generally, the accepted papers in this special issue can be divided into several categories. Most of the papers focus on the key technologies for IoT, like wireless sensor networks (WSNs), video and image processing, distributed systems, and so forth. There are also papers related to algorithms and model for IoT, for example, bee colony algorithm, parallelized dilate algorithm, color gamut description algorithm, and so forth. The rest of the papers are talking about the applications of IoT in real life.

In all, we hope that readers will find in this special issue not only the new ideas, cutting-edge information, new technologies, and applications of IoT but also a special emphasis on how to solve various emerging problems by using new technologies and algorithms.
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